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The generations who messed it up…

and those who will fix it…



Disclaimer

The stance captured in this talk is from a series of
collective observations and not representative of any
organization. Not intended to disparage or offend any
group or individual



1. What is “messed up?” 

2. Who messed ‘it’ up? And why?

3. Moving forward: leveraging the skills of young pharmers

4. What skills do millennials and centennials bring?

5. Optimizing and exploiting  their skill set 

6. A case in point: UWC Pharmacy Day  2019

Presentation outline



Ice breaker:

In your opinion,  WHAT is "messed up?”





• Curriculum , salaries

• The profession?

• Us? Pharmacists?

• The business?

• The public perception of the profession?

• Practice? Ethical? Legal? Moral?

Answers from PPR class of 2019
“Why are you 
studying 

pharmacy? Do 
something 
better!”



“Are pharmacists acting as professionals? ...  

Or are they shopkeepers… dealers in medicines, similar to the 

shoe shop owner or the grocer?”
‐

Masongo, 2005 (SAPC)‐

KF Williams: Re‐examining Professionalism in Pharmacy, A SA perspective

In response to  actions of a few pharmacists in unethical sale of medicines



“(some) SA pharmacists appear to have lent credibility to the medical 

professionals' portrayal of  pharmacy as  profession interested only in profit, 

profit, profit...”

- Williams, 2005 ‐

“Unwanted renegades who charge exorbitant fees…”

- National  DoH officials, Schnell, 2004



“ Am I the only seeing that our industry is in turmoil?... Would love to know if  

Pharmacy Council views current situation as a crisis or maybe I'm just imagining things?

- Pharmacy SA , Facebook, 2017 -

“There is no future in this 
profession…”

Pharmacist, UWC open day 2016



Who messed it up? And why?



• A “messed-up” past: racial segregation, class disparity
• Isolation: pharmacists’ silos
• Pharmacies-as-businesses: profits NB

 Product-centred profession

• Lack of 
Responsibility: legal infrastructure

• Avoid change: tied to past of historical segregation
• Territorial: lack of unity in the profession

Different working world



Are these issues unique to S.A?

• Transformation of Pharmacy worldwide phenomenon
• Changes in the professional landscape:

– Product to patient orientation
– Corporatization
– Changing practice philosophies

• Significant generational gaps 
– Traditionalists→ baby boomers→ millennials →centennials
– Resist the status quo OR adopt poor practice

• “Pharmacist-as employee” notion



Moving forward: leveraging the skills of 
young pharmers toward optimization of 
pharmacy



• Gen Y & gen Z 

• The  “me-me-me” and the “now, now, now:

• The “trophy” generation and the “lets-change-the world” population

• What do these generations value? What skills do they bring?

• How do we leverage these skills to optimize pharmacy in S.A?

Millennials & Centennials



Meet the Millennials…

Screeners: on & off 

Migrators: screens 
as appendages

“Me‐Me‐Me!”

I have a 5 year 
old and another 
in my tummy

I'm paying off 
my mortgage, a 

car and a 
student loan

I don’t like 
adulting

Social media is 
not for me 

Gen Y :
• 1982 to mid 90s  
• 25 – 37 years old

Trophy generation



Click with  Centennials… Gen Z :
• Born  from 1997 
• 0 – 22 years old

“Now, now, now!”

Born with screens

Most educated, 
least experienced

Strong  DIY culture :    
you‐tubers,
influencers

I really care 
about how I 

look!

I want to 
change the 
world!



A focus on ‘powers’
Millennials (the disruptors)

Fiercely independent: ‘me-me-me’

On & off generation: adaptability

Strong skill: sourcing information

Philanthropic & entrepreneurial

Impatient for career growth

Seek professional development

Centennials (the influencers)

Most tech competent

The ‘always on’ generation: resourceful

Multi-taskers: up to 5 screens at once

Entrepreneurial & philanthropic

More realistic than idealistic millennials

Seek belonging, community , affirmation:  
“Likes” NB

Work ethic 



DIY culture:
Delegate!

Networkers

Tech savvy Individuality

Entrepreneur

Socially 
responsive

Climbers

Common skills set



Networks
Crowd-
source

Allow them to use their 
resourcefulness

DIY 
cultureCultivate independence

Do not prescribe. Delegate

Tech Embrace value of &
Allow for apps, videos  etc.

Accept and adapt: toward achieving success



Sense of 
Community

Internal marketing NB
Gain buy-in, be transparent 
Participate!

Social 
responsibility

Values-based practice
Socially responsive

Individuality
Customise development & training
Choice NB
Play to strengths



A case in point:
UWC SoP Pharmacy Day 2019



• PPR 324: 
Optimizing the profession through social values based marketing 
of themselves, the profession etc.

• Project directive:
Market yourselves as pharmacists and your profession to the 

campus community on World Pharmacy Day, in line with the 
national theme for pharmacy month: Mental Health Awareness

Rubric: Creativity, Reach and incorporation of theory

Some background…



• What would these students do in a public space?

• Would they PASS the assessment (20% of CAM)?

• They are not trained in mental health issues…

Fears



• Feet sore. 
• Mind blown.
• Heart full.
• Fears calmed.
• Expectations exceeded. 

Outcome



Pharmacy Day – 25 Sept 2019 : 
UWC  campus green













• “ Dr P let us do whatever we wanted… we felt trusted.”

• “We had so much FUN! This is how we want to be assessed!”

• “I cant believe our lecturers came and played OUR games and supported us. OMG!”

• “Thank you for  allowing us to show UWC what pharmacists can do.”

• “For the first time ever, our class was united.”

• We never knew we could make such a difference with other students. So many of us 
have common struggles (anxiety)

• We need more days like this!

What worked? Independence, DIYers, 
resourcefulness, 

flexibility

Community,  Affirmation  
from and participation with 

superiors

Social  responsiveness,  
wanting to serve

Incorporation of tech: 
videos, set up websites 





Parting thoughts…

• Gens Y & Z are here to stay…

• They bring fresh skills set 

• Enthusiasm second to none

• Lets embrace it

• Work with, not against them



QUESTIONS





• https://www.glocalthinking.com/en/millennials-vs-centennials
• https://www.forbes.com/sites/theyec/2019/03/13/engaging-millennials-in-the-workplace-

why-it-matters/#67540fed5418
• National Association of Independent Schools: Generation Z
• https://www.slideshare.net/sparksandhoney/generation-z-final-june-17/12-

What_made_them_who_they
• Williams, KF (2005),  Re-examining Professionalism in Pharmacy, A SA perspective
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